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Despite living a modern lifestyle, many suburbs in Ohio still have a dash of history left in them. The
dozens of old-style houses are a reminder of the stateâ€™s rich history and today they are left under the
care of a new generation. Itâ€™s a good thing modern technology has a knack for keeping old homes
beautiful.

The design of the roof can give you an idea of the design of the house you are looking at. As these
old houses are remnants of the old days, it is up to modern technology to maintain their beauty for a
long time. High-quality shingles are the ideal choice for old homes to give their roof that historical
feel. Here are some examples of traditional homes you can find in Ohio and the recommended
shingles for them.

Colonial:

As the name implies, colonial-style homes take their designs from the influence of colonists such as
the British, French and Spanish. They are known for their symmetrical look as well as roofs with
steep slopes. Slate shingles go best with colonial-style homes to preserve the homeâ€™s cultural and
historical value.

Victorian:

Architecture during the time of Queen Victoria introduced a rather irregular but stylish design. Aside
from the porches and verandas around the house that are characteristic of this design, the roofs are
steeply pitched with irregular shapes like conical pyramids. Just like colonial homes, slate shingles
will help accentuate the historical feel of the Victorian home design.

Tudor:

Taking its name from Henry VIII (also known as Henry Tudor), Tudor-style homes were the trend
during the kingâ€™s time. The roof in a Tudor-style house slopes in multiple directions. Before, the
roofing material of choice was thatch, as it was what was available at the time; but today, slate
shingles accentuate the homeâ€™s design. As Tudor-style homes are usually found in the Northeast,
Columbus roofers often deal with these home installations.

Ranch

Enjoying dominance during the 1960s, the ranch-style design can still be found in many homes in
the U.S. As its exteriors are usually made out of wood and brick, wood shingles and shakes are
recommended. Columbus Ohio roofers say the wooden shingles will emphasize the natural look of
ranch-style homes.

For more information on how to restore your house to its former glory, visit the website at
oldhousejournal.com/. If possible, ask your local roofers Columbus Ohio residents consult with to
know what kind of roofing material suits your classic home the best.
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For more details, search a Columbus roofers, a Columbus Ohio roofers and a roofers Columbus
Ohio in Google.
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